
1 Introduction

It is widely accepted that many of the tasks involved dur-
ing the early stages of design are critical to the success of a
product however defined [1, 2]. A model of the overall design
process is shown in Fig. 1. The ability to effectively undertake
many of these tasks is largely dependent upon the level of un-
derstanding of the design problem and the representation
and handling of design knowledge [3, 4]. In fact modelling
both the product design and the design knowledge from
which it is developed is one of the most important and diffi-
cult tasks to support. A number of attempts to address this
have been undertaken by academia and industry. These in-
clude function-based modelling [5], domain representations
[6], ontologies [7] and knowledge based methods [8]. How-
ever, the majority of these supportive tools and methods are
poor at dealing with generalised problems or problems where
the design knowledge is incomplete and continually changes.

One alternative approach is to deal directly with the de-
sign constraints themselves. Most design decisions involve
considering some form of restriction (real or artificial) on the
choices available. Formulating problems in terms of design
parameters and these restrictions is a more intuitive ap-
proach. Constraint modelling is concerned with formalising
and representing design parameters and their relationships
as a set of inter-related constraints. The relationships may in-
clude mutually conflicting requirements and are generated
directly from the design knowledge currently available. As
the design proceeds and the design knowledge evolves the
constraints set develops. This constraint set represents the
process which led to the development of a particular engi-
neering solution.

A constraint-aided process provides a more holistic ap-
proach that allows the designer to iterate between the specifi-
cation, concept and layout stages of the design process. This
is shown in the context of the traditional design process in
Fig. 1. Constraint rules are derived directly from the specifica-
tion and used in the evaluation of the proposed functional
structure. Failure of this proposed functional description to
meet the specified rules results in the re-evaluation of that
proposed solution and possibly in a reconsideration of those

rules that could not be met. Success leads on to the construc-
tion of a preliminary layout in the form of a set of preferred
values of a parametric model. Similarly the parametric model
itself contains rules that control the limits of its geometry. As
a result other failures in rules may occur that need to be re-
solved by further modifications of the selected specification
rules, the chosen concept and the geometric configuration.

Manipulation of all these parameters against the goals set
by the rules, also provides information to the designer on
those aspects of the design that are highly sensitive to varia-
tion and conversely those that have little to no effect upon the
solution. This information is invaluable in the process of
deriving further or alternative concepts.

This paper presents a constraint-aided approach for sup-
porting the designer during the early stages of product de-
sign. A constraint modelling environment based on the no-
tion of constraint satisfaction is proposed as the basis of a de-
sign support tool. The approach addresses the issue of model-
ling and reasoning about the design of products from an ab-
stract set of requirements. It also demonstrates how design
knowledge can be incorporated and handled during the early
stages of the design of a product. The constraint modelling
environment is described and a number of examples are used
to illustrate the approach. The examples demonstrate the
process of creating rules from the specification, testing ideas
as functional structures as well as against the specification,
generating preliminary layouts and selecting the best prelimi-
nary layout. Furthermore, the examples demonstrate the po-
tential of a constraint-aided approach for supporting impor-
tant issues such as the design of product variants and product
families.

2 Constraint-aided modelling
The constraint based approach aims to represent what is

to be achieved rather than how it is to be achieved. These ob-
jectives or goals are represented as ‘constraint rules’. These
represent the relationship between the design parameters,
which must be satisfied if the design is to fulfil all of the re-
quirements. These constraints may include performance and
physical requirements of the design and also constraints im-
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posed by resources. In this manner the design of the artefact
is not process led but goal orientated.

When considering a system it is vary rare that any single
element or operation is independent of all the other ele-
ments. Consequently, all the goals must be dealt with concur-
rently and their relationships considered. The aim is to find a
solution that satisfies all these imposed constraints as closely

as possible. The solution space is the intersection of all the
individual constraint fields, as shown in Fig. 2. This intersec-
tion is determined computationally by direct search tech-
niques and the manipulation of the design parameters. Using
direct search techniques means that convergence on a fully
successful solution is obtained if one exists or if not a best
compromise is determined. This holistic approach allows the
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representation of design knowledge, and more importantly,
enables this knowledge to be expanded or modified at any
time during the process. In this manner, the approach allows
changes in both the proposed solution and in the governing
constraints of the particular design problem.

In the approach discussed in this paper, no large assump-
tions about the form of the engineering constraints are made
except that it is assumed that the underlying variables are
(more or less) continuously varying. Because of this, different
forms of constraints between the design parameters can, in
principle, be dealt with. The approach implements a general
purpose resolution strategy based upon optimisation with the
constraints themselves being treated as penalty functions.
Although unrefined when compared with specific techniques
for dedicated applications, it has proved successful in design
software where the forms of the application and constraints
are not known a priori.

The language of the constraint modeller has been created
to handle design variables of several types including struc-
tured types to represent, for example, geometric objects. The
language supports user defined functions that are essentially
collections of commands which can be invoked when re-
quired. Input variables can be passed into a function and the
function itself can return a single value or a sequence of val-
ues. An important inbuilt function is the “rule” command.
Each rule command is associated with a constraint expression
between design variables which is zero (as a real number)
when true. A non-zero value is a measure of its falseness
(error). During resolution the constraint expression for each
rule command is evaluated and the sum of the squares of
these is found. If this is already zero, then each constraint
expression represents a true state. If the sum is non-zero reso-
lution commences. This resolution process involves varying a
set of design parameters specified by the user. The sum is now
treated as a function of these variables and a numerical tech-
nique can be applied to search for values of the parameters
which minimise the sum. If a minimum of zero can be found
then the constraints are fully satisfied. If not, then the mini-
mum represents some form of best compromise for a set of

constraints in which there is conflict. Furthermore, it is possi-
ble to identify those constraints that are not satisfied and as a
result less important constraints can be relaxed enabling an
overall solution to be determined.

As an example, consider the modelling of a four bar link-
age. This is shown schematically in Fig. 3. In part (a) of the
figure, the two fixed pivot points are declared, and the lines
representing the three links are defined, each in a local model
space. The model space of the coupler link is “embedded” in
the space of the crank, and the spaces for the crank and the
driven links are embedded in world space. If transformations
are applied to the links in each respective space then partial
assembly is achieved. This is shown in part (b) of the figure. If
the space of either the crank or the coupler is rotated, the
hierarchy of their spaces ensures their ends remain attached.

To complete the assembly, the ends of the coupler and
driven link have to be brought together. This cannot be done
by model space manipulation alone, as this would break the
structure of the model space hierarchy. Instead a constraint
rule is applied whose value represents the distance between
the ends of the lines [9]. To facilitate this, the user language
has a binary function “on” which returns the distance between
its two geometric arguments. If l1 and l2 are the lines repre-
senting the coupler and the driven links, then, in the user
language, the constraint rule is expressed as follows

rule( l1:e2 on l2:e1 );

where the colon followed by e1 or e2 denotes either the first or
second endpoint of the line segment. In order to satisfy this
rule, the system is allowed to alter the angle of rotation of
the two relevant model spaces. If the rule is applied then the
correct assembly is obtained as shown in part (c) of the figure.
By rotating the space of the crank link and performing the
assembly of the other two links at each stage, a simulation of
the motion is achieved, as in part (d) of the figure. If solid
objects representing the link are constructed, these can be
entered into each model space as shown in part (e).

The following sections discuss in detail two cases which
are used to illustrate the supportive capabilities of a con-
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straint-aided process for product design. In particular, the
examples discuss the ability to generate design ideas and test
them as functional structures, embody and evaluate various
alternatives or layouts, and identify which performs best. Fur-
thermore, the consideration of product families and product
variants during the early stages of design are also discussed.

3 Designing a hole punch
The first example involves the design of a variety of hole

punches capable of handling stacks of paper of a variable
number of sheets. This example demonstrates in principle
the processes of capturing design knowledge, representing
and assessing alternatives, and the representation of geomet-
ric relations and product assembly.

In the example considered a spreadsheet is used as an in-
termediary in which illustrations and notes may be added to
supplement the constraint rules. The design variables and

constraint rules are themselves linked to the constraint mod-
eller by means of the Windows protocol for interprocess com-
munication (Dynamic Data Exchange). These notes and illus-
trations represent evolving ideas and preliminary layouts.
Fig. 4 shows the initial sketches and design notes as well as the
associated design variables (geometry) and the conceptual
rules (constraint rules). These rules are derived from the
product specification and are elaborated as the iterative pro-
cess of developing constraint rules and exploring ideas is
undertaken.

Firstly, a parametric model of the geometry is constructed.
The constraints define design requirements or conceptual
rules governing the relationships between parts and their as-
sembly operations. The constraint satisfaction problem not
only attempts to assemble the product but also to satisfy rela-
tions such as ‘base should be greater than handle width’ and
‘overall height must be less than draw depth’. These require-
ments are expressed as rules that describe the relationships
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between the design parameters. As the development process
proceeds and the design knowledge evolves, the constraint
rules alter. By supplementing the constraint set with new and
altered rules, a historical record of the outcome or implication
of key decisions is constructed. This represents the elabora-
tion of the specification and is particularly useful for design
audit or design reuse activities, where a fundamental under-
standing of the particular solution needs to be obtained
rapidly.

Fig. 5 shows two members of the hole punch family as de-
termined by a global solution of the constraints. Design data
describing these two specific cases is held within the interme-
diary spreadsheet shown in Fig. 4. This example illustrates the
capability to develop product variants driven by a small num-
ber of requirements whilst satisfying or determining best
compromises with other essential design criteria. The use of
constraints to define assembly operations can be extended to
more complex problems such as the assembly of a container
involving 11 parts and utilising 30 degrees of freedom [10].

4 A bicycle range
The second example involves the design of a range of

bicycles (family of products). In this example, design objec-
tives were firstly collected and a list of design knowledge
describing the requirements/specification generated. The de-

sign objectives (design requirements) total more than 30 and
relate to both the rider and the bicycle. These requirements
extend from necessary performance needs and physical re-
strictions (for example ‘pedal not hitting the ground’ and
‘foot not going through front wheel’) to styling considerations
that limit the range and sizes of the wheels. This design
knowledge is transformed into a series of constraint rules that
relate to a parametric model of the bicycle and the rider. For
example, the ‘reach the pedal at the bottom of the stroke’
requires that the total length of the rider is greater than the
distance from the saddle to pedal position at bottom dead
centre. The corresponding constraint rule is expressed in
terms of the design variables for the rider and for the bicycle.
Fig. 6 shows a parametric model of the bicycle and its associ-
ated design variables.

For the case considered, the objective is to develop a prod-
uct family. To achieve this, a global solution is sought for the
constrained problem for various sizes of rider. Part (b) of Fig. 6
shows two variants for different sizes of rider. In these solu-
tions everything has been varied in order to satisfy the con-
straint set. However, in practice it is desirable to use a number
of standard components. These can be included by either fix-
ing the values of certain design parameter sor by restricting
their range of permissible values to within a bounded interval
or even a list of values, such as sprocket sizes. In part (c) of Fig.
6 a solution obtained using standard components for the
wheels and the sprockets is shown.
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When developing a product range or family it is often de-
sirable to explore strategies for minimal change. This is made
possible by investigating the sensitivity of the design solution
to changes in the design variables [11]. Dominant or critical
design variables may then be altered to best achieve the
desired effect with the minimal change to the solution. A
number of strategies to achieve the desired changes in design
objectives are shown in part (d) of Fig. 6. Each solution is
determined by altering only a proportion of total design
variables.

5 Conclusions
The need to model both the product design and the de-

sign knowledge from which the product is created has been
discussed. There are limitations with many current tech-
niques and an alternative approach that deals with the design
constraints themselves has been presented. Dealing directly
with the design constraints allows a more generalised ap-
proach that represents the process by which a product is
designed. Furthermore, dealing with the constraints allows
the modelling and reasoning about a product from an often
abstract and evolving set of requirements, which is particu-
larly important during the early stages of design. The
constraint process is an iterative one where design require-
ments are elaborated, constraint rules altered, design ideas
generated and then tested as functional structures.

The constraint-aided process provides for the representa-
tion and handling of design knowledge through the creation
of constraint rules. The process of forming constraint rules
acts to elicit and formalise design knowledge. The constraint
rules not only describe relationships between design parame-
ters but also assembly operations and desired performance
capabilities. Direct search techniques are applied to satisfy the
set of constraint rules fully or to determine a best compro-
mise. In particular, the constraint-aided approach supports
the exploration, evaluation and assessment of alternative
design solutions. Design alternatives can be generated by al-
tering the constraint set or the relative weighting between
constraint rules, whilst a potential solution can be embodied
by specifying desired performance characteristics or system
outputs as a set of constraints rules. Finally, design ideas can
be assessed by testing them against the set of constraint rules.
The example cases presented, also demonstrate the potential
of a constraint-aided approach for supporting important
issues such as the design of product families and the inclusion
of standard components at the early stages of product design.
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